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0 Nish the coming of NASA'%
Space Shuttle, new and almost limit-
less horizons have been opined tip
to us. Space is sera no longer its
only it realm to explore: it is viewed
more as it bright and linutles natur-
al rmmrce from which can be
derived important benefits oil
In slam ways \\c are just now on
the threshold of what future genera-
tions will conic to consider the Ave
of Space.
We m the Marshall Space• I:light
Center are proud to have an inlllor-
lant role in the dewlopment of this
Space I'ranslx,rtation S y stem. We
are also deepl y involved in applica-
tion of space science and lechnolo-
g1, not onl y in space but also to
Forth processes as well. phis broad-
KINVkl capability, eleve101101 over
mall \ y ears, has prepared 6_
( -enter for continued participation
in : -Ogranis of the future. As \\e
idelink ncc•d. that can he tim
thro101 the use of space. or space
lei 1111o1oi\, \\'e \\ Ill Illo\ c• to 111ccl
I lie purpose of this booklet is to
sho\\ \ou lum the Marshall Center
fits into the framework of (he
nation's (lopes and plans for the
ft-ture ill
	 and to sires the inl-
portance of our emplo yers' contri-
but ion% to our \\ ide- ratiging
activities. After reading this, we
thin!. wit \\ ill sec %%h\ the Marshall
Space Hight ('enter is considered to
he one of the finest scientific and
rn,inrrrin^ in%tilutiotl% in the \\•oriel.
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MAR"	 CE^i EQ: Its PlaceNkASA:
The Marshall Space Flight
Center. one of NASA' !argent facil-
ities, is located just %ou!hwest of
Huntsville. Alabama, on an 1`a -1t}-
acre tract bordered on the south by
the Tennessee River.
In the past, the division of respon-
sibility for manned space flight gave
the Marshall Center the role of
developer of NASA's propulsion
systcros. But in its i^%o decades at
the forefront of space exploration.
(tic ('enter has gained a wide range
of experience and capabilities in
spacecraft and experiment develop-
ment as well as in rocket propulsion
syst erns.
Marshall is one of the nation's
pioneering space centers. born of
the Redstone team of rocket
pioneers headed by Dr. Wernher
von Braun. Before joining NASA in
1 1 )(4). this group had already
pioneered the development of re-e-
entry protection for spacecraft and
had huilt the early Army rocket that
launched America's first satellites
and was soon to carry the nation's
first astronauts into space. When
these engineers and scientists form-
ed the nucleus of the new Marshall
Space Flight Center, they brought
with them their already-moving
program it, huild a family of giant
launch %chides thai became known
as the Saturns.
In May of 1901. President John F.
Kennedy set an ambitious goal for
the nation: to land a man on the
moon and return him safely to Farth
hN the end of the decade. This di-
rection accelerated a Marshall
Center program that in only six
Years produced the most powerful
rocket ever built. the Saturn V
which. with its lunar space craft.
stoott 163 feet tall.
As the Saturn program grew, so
did the Marshall Center and neigh-
boring Huntsville. Aerospace
contractors came to the area with
great numbers of people to work on
the Saturn I. Saturn IB and Saturn
V — sonic major elements of which
were manufactured at the Center.
After the initial success of the
Saturns came the urgent project to
develop it Lunar Roving Vehicle, the
unique machine that turned
America s lunar visitors into (ar-
ranging lunar explorers. The
Marshall Center was also respon-
sible for the development of man's
first orbiting laboratory, Skylab.
These historic projects provided
the !Marshall Center with a legacy of
experience and facilities that enabled
it to take on a wide variety of new
space challenges like those provided
today by the ;pace Shuttle. Spacelah.
Space Telescope, and a host of other
protects that this book will discuss.
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The Space
Transportation System
The Space Shuttle, heart of the
agency's new space translx)rtatiorl
sweet, markedl y expands man's
abilit% to do things in space at lower
cost, more often, and more eff-'c-
tivelN than ever before.
What makes the Shuttle so differ-
ent is its reusabilit%. It is launched
like a conventional rocket, operates
in orbit and reenters like a space-
craft, then glides beck to Earth for
an airplane-like runway landing.
Then. after minor refurhishnlew.
the tihuttle is reassenlhkd and
Lutnched again.
The Shuttle is actually it collec-
tion of several major elements. The
U , hitcr is the airplane-like compo-
nent which carries the pa%load and
the crew. The I_xier a/ LmA carries
the Shuttle's liquid propellants and
serves,!"% the backtxme of the whole
craft. Strapped to each side of the
tank is a Solid Rocket B00%ter
which provides thrust at liftoff and
earlN in fli g ht. The orbiter's three
Shacc Sheerer , Main Fngint , % fire in
unison with the two big booster% to
lift the combined craft off its pad
and thrust it towards orbit.
About two minutes into the eight
minute~ of powered flight, the solid
fuel in the Nxislem is upended.
Small rockets fire in the booster's
nose and ta l l sections, pushing them
awaN from the rest of the rapidlj
accelerating Shuttle. The boosters
descend on parachd!"'% into the
occan where the% are retrieved and
later refurbished for use on another
flight.
The Orbiter and the External
Tank contintw until. just before
orhital %clocit y is achieved, the tank
6
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!s almost emptied of its liquid hN'dro-
gen and iWp id oxygen load. At Ihal
point. th; main engines shut dOW1
and the tank is jettisoned to tunlhlc
hack to Earth avJ break up oNer the
Indian Ocean. This is the onl%
Shuttle element that %%as not
drsit;ncd to he recoNcred and re-
used. The Orbiter gets its final push
into orbit from mo small nlaneu%er-
ine rt ckct% carried high in its tail.
Once parked in orbit around the
Earth. the Shuttic O-biter's big
cargo h:1N dCxirs open to rc%eal Its
cargo. instruments to he operated in
place. satellites to he deposited in
space. or planctarn spacecraft to he
launched on distant journe%s. On
some missions. the Orbiter's boxcar-
si/e cargo baN "ill hold a unique
faeilill called tipaccl;th, from N0111:11
scientists can %tudN both the space
emironmem and the Earth behm.
The y can also perform %ital rc-
search in Such area: a% the pro-
cessing of materials and the study
of weather-slaking mechanisms in
the clouds	 hoth of \\ hi: h are
made possible onl y I'N the lo\\-
gravit\ conditions Ili.-.! operating
in space pro\ ides.
The Marshall ( -enter has liven
hea\il\ imokcd for \ear% in the
dewlopnlenl and testing of this nc%%
craft. Of the principal cicnlcnt% just
described	 the Orbiter. Main
Fngines, External Tank. and Solid
R . • kci Nxim%cr% this ('enter has
had re%Ix1n%ib1hi .% for nianat,ing the
dccelopnt. nt of all but the t h- biwi-
it%clf.
Cp' 1.^
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The Space Shuttle is px)wered by
three advanced design, high pres-
sor; liquid rocket engines mountedfit
	 Orbiter's tail section. Each
engine provides 470,1XM) pounds of
thrust. These engines developed by
the Marshall Center and its prime
contractor, the Rocketdvne Di%isiom
of Rockwell International, each
consume 64.(XX) gallons of liquid
hvdrugen and liquid oxygen per
nliwite during flii!ht.
When the Shuttle engine is c0111-
pared ^%Ith the Saturn engines devcl-
oped by Rarshall previously. it
becomes apparent that the require-
nlents established for this nc%^
engine ,oencrated signifwam design
challenges. The Saturn engine firs%
oml\ once, for it lifetime t4 no more
than Ien minutes. I he Shuttle's
enpric had to he desicned to fly
again and again — for if miIIIIIIHIIl
8
of 55 flights and a design life of 7.5
hours of burn time. Added to this
was the requirement that thrust
levels he varied over it 	 range
of 05 percent to 109 percent of rated
thrust during flight, something
totally new for manned space ve-
hicle Niosters. And to get the
efficiency required. combustion
chamb-.r pressures three times
higher than Saturn's were necessary,
bringing unprecedcntet t challenges
in the pump design and materials
areas.
Obviously, this engine had to he
designed to endure higher stresses
and thermal Ic%cis. and to meet
more extensive fatigue and immite-
nance requirements than an y rocket
engine built before. The challenges
presented by the Space Shuttle
Main Engine we re recognized from
the outset to require the most signi-
lWitnt technological adsancentcnt of
the %%hol e :shuttle progr:un.
l tt^ i7 al 1,111^
The External lank is the largest
elenrcnt of the Shimle. With a total
length of about 154 feet and .t
diameter slightl y more than _- feet.
Itic tank ,k%arfs many roc kets used
on manned flights in the past. such
as the l"itan of the (Pernini series. Its
roc ket-like appearance maN lead
sonic to mistake it for the Shuttle's
launcher. III 	 it is two tanks
linked together bN it sleeve called an
"imertank " I he liquid oxygen tank
forms (he for%kard section.  the Nit
Win MO- thirds is a liquid h^drogen
tank. lihou g h the h ydrogen tank is
the much larger of the two, at
p aunch it weighs only one-fr-urt;. as
much as its companion he_ausc
liquid oxygen weighs Ih times afore
than hvdrogen. Together, the
5211,11(X1 gallons of propellants and
the tank itself weigh it 	 of 1.03
million pounds.
To maintain the low temperature
required for the liquid propellants,
the skin of the tank is Covered ny an
inch of foam insulation. Because the
External Tank receives and distri-
butes stress loads to and front the
Orbiter and the Solid Rocket
Boxisters attached to it in flight, its
aluminum alloy structure has been
designed to acconunkxlate complex
load conditions. To minimize Costs
in the non-recoverable tank, its fluid
controls and valves were located in
the Orbiter.
The External Tank is being de-
signed and manufactured under
Marshall's manatement at the
Center's W-h-lid Asscrnhl\ Eacil-
itv. New 06-arts, by the Denver
Division of Martin Marietta Aero-
space.
.Sob.( R(PcAct flo oswr
The Solid Rocket Ei(-K)slcr is the
first large solid propellant rocket
ever used to lxx)st it 	 ve-
hicle. Two of these txwsters arc
used on each Shuttle flight it, give
the craft the thr,tst it reeds curing
the earl y minutes of flioht while it is
laden withit full propellant load and
strrggling against ntaxiniunt gravity.
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l fi nlike liquid rocket engines, which
have a complex system of pumps
and feedlines, the Solid Rocket
B(x)ster's motor is essentially a long
cvlinder packed with a solid mix of
fuel and oxidizer. This c y linder has
a hot , ►w center which allows the full
length of the motor's propellant to
burn at once, unleashing a thrust of
almost three million pounds m its
peak. The thrust of each motor is
almost twice that of the Orbiters
whole complement of three main
engines.
While the motor makes up about
127 feet of the booster's almost 150
feet in length. the Solid Rocket
^tioster has many other important
subsystems. 'The structural sub-
system gives the booster the neces-
sary support it needs to serve as the
"legs" of the whole Shuttle when the
vehicle stands on the pad. It also
enables the booster to handle the
enormous thrust loads that must he
transferred to the tank and Orbiter
during flight. The exhaust nozzle on
the aft segment of each motor can
he moved by as much as eight
decrees by the tooster's Thrust
Vector Control sulhsystent to help
steer the vehicle. Ei ght separation
motors, four housed in the forward
compartment and four more mount-
ed in the aft skirt. push the spent
boosters awav from the remainder
of the Shuttle. The recovery sysient.
consisting of parachutes and a
homing device, is located in the
forward section of the Ixxoster and
within the nose cap.
The detailed design and integra-
tion work on these subsystems was
performed by the Marshall Center
"in-house:" This very acti%, • program
involved ahcut "14) development
and qualification tests at the Center.
The subsystem design and integra-
tion effort was in addition to
Marshall role as overall projet.,
manager for the development of the
entire booster, including the motor.
The structural elements of the
Ixxnter are being manufactured to
Marshall design by the McDonnell
IN)uglas Astronautics Corpwation
of Huntington Beach, California.
Thiokol ( •urporation's Wasatch
Division in Brigham City, Ptah,
developed and produces the motors.
The motor casing, thrust vector
control system, structural assembly,
and electrical systems of the re-
usable Solid Rocket Booster were
planned for it lifetime of ?ll flights:
the recovery system was planned
for ten.
1'Irti1/l(' S1	 t M-A
Shuttle Systems Engineering and
Analysis is a major Marshall activity
that uses the Center's Icchn^cal
competence in the areas of propul-
sion systems, large launch vehicle
structures, and aerxiNnamics and
flight predictions to perform m:-ny
varied Shuttle tasks. These include
those tasks which are it hart of the
Shuttle pr , ijects assigned to the
Center.
In addition. Marshall people are
workin g on systt •ms tasks for the
total Shuttle %chicle. These efforts
include tasks in s y stems engineering
ana integration, determination of
ground and flight operations re-
quirements, the development and
inte g ration of systems conu1ron to
more than one Shuttle elcnrent. 310
on other special sy stems tasks
^aigned to Nfirshall.
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All the major elements of the
Shuttle came to the Marshall Center
for developmental testing on their
way toward space. The External
Tank underwent exhaustive struc-
tural tests here in various facilities.
A former Saturn V moon rocket
test-firing stand was converted, at
considerable cost savings, to hold
the large liquid hydrogen tank for
structural testing. The liquid oxygen
tank and intertank underwent
structural testing ino building used
for similar testing of Saturn vehicles.
And another facility originally built
for testing Saturn I and Saturn IB
first stages was converted for use in
testing the Solid Rocket Booster's
structure.
The most spectacular of the
Shut ► :e tests at the Marshall Center
was the year-lung Mated Vertical
Ground Vibration Tests, which took
place during 1978 and 19 79. For
these tests, various Space Shuttic
configurations were assembled
inside a -W-foot tall dynamics test
stand. The information derived
allowed Marshall engineers to verify
mathematical mWels used to
predict how the Shuttle's control
systems and structures would react
to the vibrations the spacecraft
would encounter during actual
flight.
!Marshall is also responsible for
single engine tests conducted at
NASA's National Space Technology
Laboratories at Bay St. Louis,
Mississippi. The main engine had to
be test fired numerous t i mes during
its development, and each flight
engine must undcry,,, acceptance
truing there before- it is installed in
an Operational 00,iter.
Another Ma;-,hall Shuttle test
responsibility at Bay St. Louis. the
Main Propulsion Test, itnol yed test
firings using a cluster of three Space
Shuttle Main Engines drawing
propellants from an actual External
Tank. These tests verified the opera-
tion of the o%erall main propulsiop
system and showed that the separate
elements would function properl}
together.
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As new requirements are identi-
fied. the Shuttle will he mocfified to
meet these demands. Marshall gill
continue to have responsibility for
follow-on otevelopment of its propul-
sion system - the Main Engines,
External Mink and Solid RockLI
Boosters.
The Center is investigating ways
to increase the weigh t-:arrving
capability of the Shuttle by adding
thrust-augmenting rocket engines
beneath the External Tank. This
extra "boost modul will he avail-
able in the mid-19N)s for use on any
Shuttle mission that requires morn
pounds-to-orbit capability.
111r ► I101 l 'pper slap,
Since the Space Shuttle is a rela-
tively low-orbit vehicle, both NASA
and the Department of Defense
need a Shuttle "upper Stage — to
boost certain payloads to high orbit.
or Io send interplanetary craft out of
Earth orbit entirely. To put a satel-
lite into high orbit \ • here it will slay
over one spot on the Earth', surface
— a communications satellite, for
example — it must be placed far
above the operating ceiling of the
Shuttle. That boost will come from
an Inertial Upper Stage.
Prier to launch, this Shuttle upper
stage is mated directly to the
payload it will boost. That assembly
is then loaded into the Shuttle
Orbiter payload hay. In an orbit
about 150 miles above the Earth, the
upper stage with spacecraft attached
is deployed and the Orbae- departs.
Then, in response to it e- immand
programmed into it earlier, the
Inertial Upper Stage motor ignites,
lx+osting the spacecraft to a higher-
orbit or toward another planet.
OCCaluSe 0' the variety of its
missions an.i payloads. the Inertial
Upper Stage is designed as it flexible
system that can he put to use in
three different configurations using
combinations of two different sizes
Of solid rocke. motors. •rhe Air
Ford, which has primary responsi-
hi t ity for (levc• lopnlent , f ht.- upper
stage, will use the haste Iwo-slage
configuration. NASA is also parlicl-
pating In the &,elopmenl and. for
its missions. \ill deeclor and use
mo :NASA-unique pla , +elary con-
figurations in addilio • t to the bits„
t\o-stage system.
As the NASA organization for
mana gement and coordination on
the Inertial Upper Stage program,
Marshall Space Flight Center pro-
%ides NASA's requirements to the
Air Force and participates in con-
tract direction to insure that the
operational model Satisfies both
NASA and other non-Defense user
requirements.
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On: of the Shuttle's most impor-
tant roles is to serve as both trans-
porter and support platform for
Spacelab. This laboratory facility.
when placed inside the cargo bay of
the Shuttle Orbiter, becomes a
versatile orbital research center.
Spacelab is a flexible laboratory.
featuring several interchangeable
elements that can he put together in
various configurations to meet the
particular needs of a given fli ght. A
two-section pressurized module
provides either a short, or long.
habitable workshop for scientists.
Five unpressurized pallets can also
be placed in the Shuttle cargo hav
to hold instruments which require
direct exposure to spare. As many
as eight different combinations of
pallets and modules are presend
planned.
The first Spacelab mission. one of
three being managed by the
Marshall Center, will employ the
two-section laboraton module and
one pallet. The second mission will
use three pallets and no workshop
module. For such a mission. the
science cre%% \g III o\ersee operation
of the pallet-mounted experiments
from inside the Orbiter's cabin.
The development of the Spacelab
systerr, is being done b\ the Euro-
pean Space Agency, with NASA's
guidance and assistance. The
Marshall Cc._, is NASA's lad
center for this project and. as such.
provides guidance to the European
Space Agenc y and its contractor
consortium cc hick is desi g nin g and
manufacturing the equipment to he
furnished to NASA. It is also direct-
I\ responsible for (Ic%elopment of
certain related equipment. such as
thc.tunnel through c% filch cre"
members c+ill transfer to the
Spacelab from Shuttle Ii i tg quarters.
Sl^^rr^^/u !, .11i.c.cion ^hrrrr^^rnten!
As indicated earlict, the Marshall
Center has another role in Spacelab
that is quite apart from the develop-
ment of the facility itself. The
Center's Spacelab Payload Project
Office is the focal point for planning
and directing the actual Spacelab
missions.
Preparations for the first three
Spacelab flights are alreadv well
underway. These pace-setting mis-
sions will fl y in the earl y 1980s.
Preparing for a mission is a com-
plex task. In some cases, Marshall's
people manage the development of
an experiment to he flown aboard
Spacelab. In others, the y
 guide non-
NASA users in the definition,
design, and preparation of their own
experiments. The Center also devel-
ops requirements for mating the
finished experiment to Spacelab-
provided equipment, such as racks,
pallets and the data management
system. and for checking out each
piece to make sure it c% Ill work both
indepe rdently and as an integrated
part of the \% hole Spacelab payload.
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One of tllc most urtiklue features
of Spaeelah is that it affords scien-
;;%(s the opportunity to acluall% go
into orbit to operate their own
experiments, or select some special-
ist to do this for them. Ill 	 past,
scientific investigators had to rely'
on NASA%, astronauts to operate
their experiment equipment. The
people s.• lectcd to do thi" \%orh on
Shuttle flights are called Im.14oad
specitdisry Their c xtensi\-e training
is another of the Marshall Center's
reslxmsibilities as mission manager.
The pay k.ad specialists for the
first two Spacelab missh is have
been ill 	 for some time.
Because the first mission is a joint
mission sponsored b\- both NASA
Mid the European Space Agency.
the pa\load specialists for [ba lk flight
will include a European — the fiat
to fl\ in .pace from another free-
\%orld country . In training for this
flight are five pay load specialists:
two Americans and three Euro-
peans. Two a ill be identified to fh
i lx)ard Spacelah. the other three
%%ill operate groiinO-hascd cxperi-
111Cm cyuipmem and ;assist the pair
in orbit.
The Space lab ? pa\-load cre\%
consists of four Americans. in-
cluding a \%onlan. T%% \%ill go into
space and two %ill operate from the
ground.
As plans ;Irk. made for future
Spacclab flights, the Marshall
Center is expected to remain a
major participant in mission
management.
l i/ l ETI	 I tat 1')"p,rr,rtr1,1t
In recent \-cars, an increasing
:nllount of the Center's effort has
beclt &&Told to the kle\cloplllellt of
experiments to he flown in space
alaiarl Simide and Spacelah. In thi.
role, Mal sltall's o%%n scientists often
become "cush o nle• rs- for the
Center's mission management s, r-
\-icc just dcNcrihed.
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During the I'470% highly-respected
..cells of excellence" were developed
within the Center in many of the
space-related sciences. Leaders in
these disciplines are now preparing
for flight opportunities for their
experiments — over Ill such
prowls are now under wa y at the
Center. These projects are assigned
W mam organizations of the Center.
%%Ith the hca%iest concentration
heing in the Space Sciences Lab-
oratory.
One major area \% here the
Shuttle and Spacelah are used for
extensive experimentation is in (fit,
studv of the effects of g ravit y on
processes essential to (tie prnxluc-
tion of important materials used on
the Farth. "This %cork, which was
initiated on Alxollo. Sk % lah and
sounding roc ket flights, is a Mar-
shall Center speciam aimed at
exploring the fundamental charac-
teristics of material behavior and
investi gatin g how various materials
interact during their formation.
The priniary_ henefit of this work
is expected to he in the applicalion
of space experiment-derived
knowledge to the Earth-based pro-
duction of such things as optics,
composite materials used in weight-
critical prxiucts, electronics crystals
and pharmaceuticals. Bill there is it
strong lxossihility that this work may
also result in the production in
space of sonic unique products with
small volume market demands and
high commercial %aloe.
The experiments now underway
cover an extremely wide variet y of
materials and proces.K s. Examples
include inv estigations kn'o the
gro%%(h of high performance crystals
and semiconductor, the fornrttion
of unique alloys and comlxisites, the
precise separation of biological
substances such as enzvmes, the
formation of unique glasses, the
preparation of very pure materials
through the use of containerlcss
processing and ultra-high vacuum
processing techniques, and the
preparation of unique chemicals.
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The science of astronomy deals
with the most fundamental issue:
that face reasoning man: how did
my world conk into being. what is
the order of the universe, and what
role does my world play. what lies
ahead for me and m y descendants:'
Answering these questions is the
astronomer's challenge. He seeks to
learn and understand the laws gov-
erning the striwitire and evolution
of his universe by observation and
interpretation. Yet, the scale of
distances to even the nearby stars is
so great as to prevent modern man
from visiting them for study. The
astronomer can onI% , be an observer
— not an experimenter. He can
learn only from observing what
nature is doing.
Never before have astronomers
had such capabilities to obscne as
can now he provided through the
use of spacecraft. High above the
Farth's blanket of obscuring atmos-
phere, astronomical observatories
like those tieing developed and
flown by the Marshall Center can
now give astronomers a new kook at
the heavens.
Myli Ener-qyr Astronornr Ohsen-amn,
Marsha!I's three-mission High
Fnergy Astronomy Observatory
project has given astronomers new
means of studying some of the most
intriguing mysteries of the universe:
pulsars, quasars, exploding; galaxies,
and black holes in space.
The high energy rays produced by
such sources cannot be studied
through Earth-hated telescopes
because of the obscuring effects of our
atmosphere. They were observed
initially by instruments on sounding
rockets and balloons, and by small
satellites. Greativ improved capabil-
i ies were built into the three space-
craft of the High Fncrgy ,astronomy
Observatory series.
The first was launched in I'M.
During its extended 17 months in
space, it mapped the X-ray sources in
the heavens. The second satellite
provided the earliest spacecraft-
generated X-rtv images of selected
"%k ide" objects, such as galaxies and
nebulae. The role of the third missiorl
is to collect celestial gamma ray and
cosmic ray data.
Some other achievements of this
series thus far arc: the discoven of a
universal hot plasma constituting a
major fraction of the mass of the
universe: the location of a ne%% black
hole candidate that hrings the total
known to four: the expansion of the
list of the known X-ray sources from
350 to nearly 1,5M. and the produc-
tion of the first spacecraft-generated
X- ray Images of celestial objects
other than our own sun.
As participating scientists continue
to sift through the enormous volume
of information provided by these
observatories, this list is expected to
grow tremendously.
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The science of astronomy makes
use of many types of observations,
from low-energy radio waves
through the ultra-high energy gamma
rtes. but most scientists still believe
that the greatest supplier of astron-
om y information is the optical
telescope that brings in the uhra-
violet and infrared parts of the
spectrum as well as light that can be
seen by man. Again. however, the
conditions of working in the Earth's
gravity and through the turbulence
and absorbing rx)wcr (if the Earth's
atmosphere impose practical restric-
tions on all but a few tv_ pxs of ob-
semil ions.
This means that the only practical
successor to existing Earth-based
telescopes is a high-olualit) telescope
in space.
Marshall's Space Telescope pro-
ject will provide a ?.-1 nlcter optical
telescope that will revolu(iottize
astronomy. The Space Telescope
will enable astronomers to see seven
times deeper into space than is now,
fx)ssible with the finest Earth-based
instruments. It will expand the
volume of space open to inspection
by 350 times. This superb system
will fully exploit the advantages of
spare observation. Many astron-
onlers believe that this natural step
in the evolution of astronomy will
he viewed by history as ranking with
the establishment of the Copernican
concept of the universe 50 years ag_).
The Shuttle will launch the Space
Telescope into Earth orbit in the
mid-I^Ms. Once in orbit, the Space
Telescope will tx- deployed its it free-
flying satellite, operated by an inde-
pendent Space Telescope Science
Institute under contract to NASA.
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The knowledge and skills gained
from pioneering efforts in the initial
exploration and use of space is now
paying off in some unexpected
ways. Increasingly. Marshall's space
expertise is being applied to the
non-space sector as well.
.So lar Ericrgr Profit,
One of the best examples of this is
the Center's participation in the
National Solar Heating and C(x)ling
Program and the Solar Demonstra-
tions Applied to Federal Buildings
Program. both directed by the
Department of Energy.
The first of these two programs,
the National Solar Heating and
Cooling Program. is itself a two,
pronged effort. One objective is to
develop new types of systems; the
ether to demonstrate existing com-
mercially available hardware. Under
these programs, the Marshall Center
is managing the installation and
evaluation of solar energy systems in
schools. homes, hospitals, office
buildings, hotels and a national park
welcome center.
Marshall engineers are also
providing technical management of
a multi -million dollar program to
stimulate the use of solar energy to
1s
S i
heat and cool federal buildings. This
program is designed to demonstrate
to the 1-ihlic the government's
confidence in solar energy as a
viable energy source b y installing
off-the-shelf solar equipment in
federal buildings.
The Center is well equipped for
this solar energy role. Its large
outdoor test facility provides an
outstanding means for testing and
evaluating solar energ y systems and
components in varying co ►nbina-
tions. In addition to outdoor testing,
tests are also conducted ind,,x)rs
under controlled conditions with it
solar simulator, a ven large lamp
array that provides the "continuous
sunshine" necessary to permit com-
parison of collector performance.
As part of the Solar Pealing and
Cooling program, the Marshall
Center is managing it 	 govern-
ment and industry effort to speed
development and establishment of a
rating, certification, and labeling
standard for solar collectors. The
end resu;t will he a catalog of solar
collector ratings to aid the con-
sumer in selecting the right system
for his or her particular need.
All of these programs, of course.
draw on the experience Marshall's
people have gained through vears of
developing solar energy systems and
thermal control measures for
,,pacecraft.
+tti INAL PA41
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%!lilt-ral VvI t ► t'lifirr
In another interesting venture, the
Marshall Center is applying tech-
nology developed for space use to
help reme0v one aspect of the
nation's energy shortage b y making
Coal mining safer, more prKluctive
and more economical.
The Center is working with the
Department of Energy to apply an
automated g uidance and Control
system to it 	 shearing ma-
chine, used to grind Coal from the
seam. Sensors will locate the cant
edge and digital electronic controls
will direct the machine's cu!, allow-
ing the machine to mine coal faster,
y ielding more coal per seam, and
reducing cutter wear by preventing
the machine from mining into adja-
cent rock and dirt. The techniques
being applied to this project are
ad.-,pled from those used earlier to
develop the guidance and control
system for the Lunar Rm ing Vehicle.
Sh^rri ► r,, flr, - (i,rrn%
Solutions to everyday problems
here on Earth are often discovered
in the process of soling problems
for space systems. Marshall is
a gressive in communicating these
new developments to American
indusm and the public. A small,
full-tints staff is dedicated to making
this kink! of technology known and
mailable.
In an average year, these people
\% ill publish about 1 ill detailed
rel>.rtts on new technology
deNeloped m the Marshall Center.
Recently , these reports have ranged
from it 	 program for hotly
fluid anal ysis, to it 11iJi Height. lxort-
able firefi ghting moxlule.
Two de%clopments th;tt have
gained much national ;utention
recentl y are it Power Factor Con-
troller and an Image Fnhancement
Process. The power deice is simple
and can he put together by even It
knowledgeable hobbyist with parts
foou ght at am electroirics store. It
cuts the electrical consumption of
motors to which it is attached by as
much as -0 percent: It does this by
20
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automatically prodding onlN as
much voltage as the motor needs to
do its work. Power that would nor-
m, ► Ily he wasted as heat from the
motor is saved. Many private
companies have alreadN been
licensed to manufacture and sell
these small devices. Soon, they will
he an important part of home
appliances.
The Image Enhancement Process
Was discovered by a Marshall chem-
ist who had been asked to find it
way to salvage undcrex1xised astron-
omy films. She ^ nmd that she
Could irradiate the apparently blitA
film %%lth it harmless level of radia-
tion, then sand%%ich it together %kith
another piece of uneAposed filet.
Traces of silver in the original, too
faint ,o be seen, would then cause it
stronger image oil 	 second film.
A normal print c,!n he made from
this nc^^ ne,Mtkr. The process was
found to wort. as \\cll \%ith old,
hadl y faded photographs. The
ill\cntor has sho"r that the process
can he used to res(orc earIN histor-
ical photographs.
The proc ess has since been found
to offer great possibilities in the
medical and dental X-ra\ field. The
dosage of X-rays used for diagnosis
can be cut by as much as k lll percent
and the films later enhanced to
sho%% normal detail.
^^ tm
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Through their involvement in
the development of the agency's
long-rank plans, Center planners
have contributed, and continue to
contribute, to NASA's overall
objectives by focusing on those
areas where Marshall has special
capability. Within Marshall and
NASA, the overriding considera-
tions in adkanccd program pianning
are to fulfill national needs, make
maximum use of existing space
systems, and to advance the nation's
capabilities and obtectives in it
 Iovical mannel'.
Power Systems
Perhaps the key system that dem-
onstrates this philosoph y is the
2 : -Kiltmatt P-.mer S ystem. The
I,Kmcr s^stcm %sill he a free-fl%itig
Solar power source .%hich, %hen
docked to the Shuttle Orbiter. can
provide it and an onboard Spacelah
%%ith p0\\cr that gi\cs thcnm extcnd-
ed mission duration capability. The
power syslcnm \%ill ;list) provide
attitude control and stabilization, as
%%ell as additional heat rejection
capability for the Orbiter and
ti hatever payload is aboard. These
aurgnmenta(ions will increase indi-
vidual mission durations from tht-
current 7-12 days to 	 da}'s it .r,
at the same time, provide a niaior
increase in the Ix)wer a%ailahle to
operate onboard experiments.
The power systenm \%ill also \%ork
in a free-fl y ing payload mode. Ex-
perinments or spacecraft can be left
attached to the system in space
while the Orbiter returns to Earth.
This nmtxle is cxtrcmcl y attractive to
a large number of users, particularly
those %%hose instruments require
lom:g flight duration and need high
levels of power. The po%%er system
uses it nc\\ concept in solar ener,Qy
collectors, it concept that is also it
key part of time Solar Ficctric
Propulsion Sy stenm %%hich is dis-
Cussed Imer.
►^; ^ 
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Build a1P Space
Another concept being pursued
by Marshall which may prove to be
a simple and cost-effective solution
to achieving lung-terns flight, in-
solves the use of all 	 space
platform oil 	 science and
applications instruments can he
mounted. Power, telemetry , stabili-
zation, and othcr support services
would he pro%ided !o each of these
24
attached payloads by the platform's
owr,tx)wer system. Effort is concen-
trated now on small, simple plat-
form concepts, but it number of
more sophisticated pl-.rtform con-
cepts, like those for it
communications platform or a
multi-discipline platform, have been
examined.
In order to provide the caf:abil-
ities necessary to construr t and
maintain such platform~ and other
large space systems, a large struc-
tures study activity h.ts been under-
N%av for sonic time. Chis activit y has
three areas of effort: definition
studies of varous modes of con-
struction for .lepiovable structures
such as antennas; development and
testing of it ground demonstr;rlion
model of an autonrucd beans builder
which makes triangular truss beams
from rolls of thin alnntinum stock.
and simulations of various assenthk
and joining techniques in it Unique
undemater Neutral Buovanc\
Simulator.
These large structures. platforms.
and power systems activities are
complementary and. %\ hen coupled
\%ith the Marshall Ccntcr's e\per-
icnce on Spacelah and in Spacelab
pa y load planning and integration.
the\ form a solid foundation for
planning near tons utiliiatiun and
augmentation of NASA'% Shuttle-
hased transportatr in system.
6.-
Onning for ". ence
There are. however, other areas
of planning which are equall y im-
lxlrtam. One of these is the prepar-
ation of science and applications
payloads.
The Advanced X-ray Astrophysics
Facilit y is a gotxf example. It is
viewed as the next step in X-ray
astronomy after the High 1=nergy
Astronomy Observatory series. This
new facilit y will extend current X-
ra y surveys to greater distances anel
will allow the stud y of presently
k.lown sourc,	 greater detail and
resolution.
Another very
 cha l lenging project
with which the Marshall Space
Flight Center has been in yolred for
some tin g e is the Grinit\ Probe B.
A scientific research and testing
program is undemii\ to develop an
ultra-precision cryogenic gyroscope
capable of testing specific predic-
tions of Finstcin's Gencral Theory
of Itclati y it\. Recent observations
made \%ith the High F-:nergy Astron-
omx t )bsern atorx spacecraft have
increased (he Wientific conlmunity',
lnterest in establishing it 	 ita-
nonal theor that will best describe
various phenomena in our physical
un1%erse including pulsar-, quasars.
and black holes. Gra y it\ Probe B
would help to do that.
In addition to these science pax-
loads, Marshall is stud y in g ,c%cral
adeanced space materials processing
pa\ loads including it Space \ acuunl
Research Facilit y and it Mmeriak
Fitperlinem Carrier. These payloads
%%ould utilise the unique properties
Of ti,JXK '-imcrogr:nil\ :1110 NZ1011l ► 11
to accomplish xaried mitteri:.ls
research to help pri%ate industn
develop unique :u1<! i,etter pharn,a
ceutleak, ,tllo\s, hlologii;tls. Mid
other products for terrestrial use.
In Search of
New Energy
National problems in energy have
highlighted the• need nor major
advances in the nation's abilit y to
develop alternate energy sources at
acceptable costs and with minlintim
effect oil 	 environment. To meet
this need, the Marshall Center has
been working within NASA, e%ith
the Department of Energy, and with
other government agencies to
define alternative energy programs
that would take advantage of the
technology of [tie spare program.
One potential solution to easing
the world's increasing demand for
electrical energy is the Satellite
Power S ystem. The Marshall Center
is now studying the feasibility and
definition of this concept, which
would use it 	 with it very
large blanket of solar cells to
concert solar energy directl y into
electrical energy via the
photovoltaic ntelhod.
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This Jectrical energy would then he
converted into microwaves and
beamed from an antenna on the
power satellite to it
called a rectenna. on the ground
where it would he recon verted to
electrical energy and fed into utility
power lines.
The near-terns phase of this pro-
ject in ► Olves it nunlher of techno-
logy and engineering activities, as
well as ground and space experi-
ments or demonstrations to In ► esti-
mtate critical areas. The technical
fcatsihilit y and environmental
impact% of the microwa ► e system
have to he determined, and the
problems of making energy con-
version devices and build i ng such
large structures are being assessed.
phis energy %ource offers great
promise as one of the future steps
toward diminishing the rapid deple-
tion of the wm-id's fossil fuel supply.
Although the %acfe imanagement of
nuclear waste generated by nuclear
power plants and nuclear weapons
protluction does not fall in the
category of alternate energy sources,
it is an area of %[tall importance to
the continued or incre : tsed use of
nuelear power in this nation. In
concert with the Department of
Energy, the Marshall ('enter is
assessing the desirabili(v of disposing
of certain high-level nuclear wastes
in space as an augmentation of the
currentl y planneJ national nuclear
waste management program. Vari-
ous spare disposal concepts have
been considered• including solar
s^%tern escape, injection into the
Sun. placement on the Moon, and
;njection into it 	 solar orbit.
The currentl y favored concept is
injection into a circular solar Orbit
ahc^ut halfwa y betucen Earth and
Venus. Orbital calculations indicate
tha; this Orbit is stable for at Icam it
million vears.
Now Vehicle Concepts
Shtdies are also underwa\ !It the
Marshall Space Flight ('enter on the
specia', translxirtation requirements
of the Satellite Power Svstem and
other rnksik.ns of such an era.
COnCepts being in ► e%tigatcd include
those for nc ►► hcav ► lift launch
vehicles and Shuttic improvement
or growth options. such as replacing
the Solid Rocket Booster with re-
u%athle liquid btiosters. These could
increase the Shuttle's payload
weight-to-orbit capabilit y b►
apprommatel y 50 percent. Another
option could he used a hen payload
return- to- Earth capahilitlo is not
required. The Shuttle Orbiter at'ght
he replaced by a special cargo
carrier to acconlnlodate larger or
hca ► ier pad loads. than t he `. )rhiter i%
capable of handling. Lutnch facili-
lie%. ulth modemic m^xlliicatiom.
could he capable of handling an ► of
the%r one ua ► %chicle%.
mother cla..%Of %pacccraft known
.i% the ( )rhital 1'ra-n%fc• r Vehicle i%
required It mo ► e cargo and PeOPlc
hChXCL • I1 sou Farth orbit oboe the
ShUllle operate% and gct,, ► nchrlr'
n+u% orhtl. Such ► chicle% a.rc• af%i.
needc I I. + Place payloads on plan-
ct,lr ► nalcclorlc%. I he%c ► chic lc%
ulll offer important fewure%n,A
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available with the Inertial Upper
State descrihed earlier: reusahili!v,
greater pa y load capahility, and the
abilit y to carry astronauts. A broad
spectrum of transfer vehicle con-
cepts arc being studied in an attempt
to identif y the system that %% III best
meet the nation's future dclkery
requirements.
Main vehicles of the future "'III
use solar electric propulsion. Flec-
tric propulsion systems. which
generate thrust by passin g ntcrcur\
ions throu g h an electrostatic field.
have been under study for nutm
years.
Based on seven years of concept
definition and applications studies,
the Marshall concept of a standard
Solar Electric Propulsion System
has emerged as it cost-effecti%e
approach to accomplishing the "ide
yarict y of missions that require the
high efficiency , low thrust capabil-
ities peculiar to electric propulsion.
the tcchnoloo\ needed to build it
large deployable solar arra y for the
solar electric stage Kati LIOCIopeld as
part of Marshalk electric propulsion
activities. This -solar arra y has be-
conic the basis fog- it 	 solar
arras development program at
Marshall designed to support not
only the Solar Electric Propulsion
System program. but also the 25 kW
Power System. The currently plan-
ned first mission for the Solar Elec-
tric Propulsion System is a dual
comet mission — it 	 of Halley's
Comet in 1985 followed by a 1988
rendezvous with the comet. Tempel 11.
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Organizat ion
The Mamhall Center'% organr-
cation slruclure is hard on clear
definition of function% Io hi Ilcr-
fol lm . d. It I% htwd to the CCIIICr'%
cwk inw 1111%%11011, and has been
%ubslann llh rcconfigured in reicnl
,c:u-. to ceCtIall/t- and conlhint-
full 11oI1%, %horlC ll C0111111t1111caliOI1
lines. ,Ind reduce ol,^anlr ► uonal
enlllle%.
\I the head of the organisation i%
tilt- l )ifice of Iltt• Center Director.
I he kill Cilor s %t.lt1 other% pro, Ids
.I lk—oaluk-d ad, ice ,11ld %upporl ill
such aica% as ltelionnel llmliagc
111011 ,Ind Iiscal aff.11ls
1`11, 11 of Ilse forn1.111, cst.1i'llshid
plolCc 1% de%CHI NCki 111 Ills CtInvill
I)C,clopllloll Proici l% scololl of
this lxx N 1, I% 111. ► naQcd h, .1 111'01CCt
office rcspomiblc to Iht- Center
dlrii for 1 ht- prolt-cl office rt-%lioll
%Ib110 Include', Oh' ,Inrcuon of
1 ,olll I11-ht % tl 1W di %I I1 .11111
111c111 „k% Ik III I .I ho the II1.111a:;c
IllCI11 oI .1 11111111I^IIc'Ih of 1.11:'( • .1114
%III II i mlI ac( % \\1111 pun ,11c 111,111.11,.
1 .1c11 pro,lclt-% I^Lulnnr;, control.
IcJIllW.11 kill (itlIll And Ic,lc„
Itlnc'ln ills, .Ind blend lolTlhcl Ihi
ifforl% of k 111 ,,\\ 11 0111111001 IIIQ
1.Ibol .1(, `l lc • % „ 1111 I ho%c' of ot11 Coll
II.lilol 1, I, , lol Ill .1 W.lnl 01011
1 hcl0 if I . rhlrc 111,1101 dll0.101
.Ile% \\ 1111111 the• CCIIWI %II ticrl11e
111 '.. I,+b of 111L. h oizl mll I )c, e!oll
111cnt I ) IICCIoI'.IW 1 %10ad,.nlit- ne\\
Idc.1 % Auld torn0r.ui pl,ul% fol
pl,'llll%111!' IIiN 1110Q1,1111"
I he V1111I111'.11mit'll and lilot'I.1111
S111 1 1 11 I t	 11 11eilol.11CCO11%I%l%o) Ihi
, , 1„1111/.111, 1 11% it Illill 111,11111.1111 IIlk-
I'll\ %I, - .II (1.1111 •110 I l l,” RIC %CI, lie%
%tll11 .1% I l l oilllClllClll, opCl.ltloll of
i011WI c, 1 Illplllil%,	 .Ilkl
%CC 111 I I \ I l l %ACCllo1
I he thins major orpint/ation 1%
tilt- Science :Ind higillecrillg DirCi-
loraw, „1101 c• nlplors more. than 41
VI—Cent of 1lars11:111'. Ix-ol'Ie. I Ills
dirrctorlle 1% di%cipline-orlorlted and
provide% tec hnical %upllt,rl l0 Ow
%arious lask teams and project
offices. It :Its„ furnishes :I rt•warch
base for the adlaniimim of loch
lit) lov; -
I he NUN- ill tilt:lce I. light ( ' c mcr'%
%tlt• :unlined %true turc has enabled it
to meet the c1mlictigt- of e,er-rimill!
com% wilh increased pl,rluclilril\.
Facilities
I ,IollllC% \\ " I Ih nn,lt- 111.111 N111)
11r11ho-I .Ire ill use .0 \Iarsh,Ilf
Ilmit",111c and m Its olht-r lnst.111a•
(tort%. I (lc-,c Ills IIIdC I:Ic'lllnC% tot
Il • %t IIl>r 1.111;e %parr %\ %li 111%, f:li II It lc'%
c„ills h .n ►ll^h; . spt-cl.111mkl. 1.11%0I
snorts% c,Iulpl,c •d for a \,Idc \arlo\
of %lush, and off-%ile fac'llitie%a,ail-
ab le for the amenlbl, of large %(tact-
hard,,:lrc and large %\%[enl% I'roptll
%loll ll %tlllt;.
\ nulnl lrr of these facilities arc
unique %%ilhnl NASA. Some are not
duplicated ilMMIClr chi in the
nation or free „orld. I'Iti Mar%ha!I
Cell r'% maiol tier facilities, for
eValnl,IC. „err built for tits
1lti^llo Satur11 program I hit \\c•1C
nloclifit-d for use in Shuttle dewloll-
nlc•nt at a fraction of ill_ co%t of lie%%
la:ilit^rs. I'hc Ccnter's 'N lt• IICC and
I'11^'111Ce1I11> I:IIA,ral, lrles are hotl%c,l
ill '.I million sclualk . feel of cony
bnl yd , ffici %pace, hlh b,n .ur:l.
lab %pacc. ,Ind a%G q'I:Itt •d \,or{,
,ueas.
\1:u•ltal!'% %pe. • L11 fa. • 11111e% ins ludi
a LIrQC \ I.r, lilc%copi callbl.'Ino11
,uld tc%I s\%IC111..111 u11tl%tea1 Nculr:ll
Buo\anc, sinullmor, a sl,cci:tl 111Lh-
11I:i,nohi% rllnbcr „Ind tunnel. and
a %Olaf hc,IllIIQ and CA 1 1111" %, %ICnI
and %ul ,s\ %I, nl tc%1 t,ICilli,
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	 C)rleans, Louisiana. Mar-
shall's Michood Assembly Facility is
no%% heing used it) fabricate and
assemble the External Tank for the
Space Shuttle. This S1,11 ntillion
plant, Mitch  formerll pnxiuced
Saturn rocket staves, provides it
tremendous capability for the pro-
duction and assembly of larie spare
systcros. Readv access at IIuntmWc
(0 file lcnnemee River. and
Mic holld's access to the Mississippi.
means that the mo sites are lin'.ed
b% economical barge franslx)rtation.
Both also have access by deep-%%mer
transport it) the launch facilities at
Kennedy Space Center.
File MaINIIall Centcr also t)perates
the $20 million Slidell Computer
Complex at Slidell, Lotilsi:ur 110
runtplcntent us 1 Iuntss111C L.0ntpu-
ter capabihtc. Slidell provides
Marshall. tilichoud, and other
\ASA activities with critical auto-
matic data pro essing scr%ices. "The
general purpose rt,mpullmon rcm-
cept empkwed hs Slidell serves to
eliminate unnccessan duplicatit'n
(if facilities and computer eyuihnirnt,
and Nieldsgrater total capahih(N
than %%ould be ac htc\alh lc tc ith
separme facilities at each location.
Mar%hall's ntam ph y sical assets
ctaIstitute a nati0nal resource. a
rrad\ re%ourc c ct hi: h can he
brought to hear on a aide variet y of
spare-related projects within it short
peritkt of time.
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People
Marshall's people, however, are its
strongest assets. They are well-
trained and unusually experienced.
This is also an exceptionally
seaumed %korkforce. It is not unusual
t0 find employees wot king on
current projects, such as Share
Shuttle. Mio also X%orked on the
earl% Redstone Jupiter projects that
marked our minim"s entrance '11110
the share age. Such experience is the
rule. rather than the exception.
This talent and skill has mapped
the C emer t0 make the transition
from the earh rockets to Saturn:
front
	
to Sk y lah and the Lunar
Roving Vehicle: from those pro-
o rams to ((,da y 's Share Shuttic.
Spacc Telescope. Spacelah. High
Fti-rg\ Astronom y Observatories.
MMerials Proee-mtw, in Share. and
,other pa y loads. Thcsc are fursiQhtcd
people who haw had it glimpse 111(0
the future and haw seen a potential
etc\% \wrld \%hich reaps 'enefi's
a^ail:thlc Irnn space cxplotlation.
I he\ no\% arc hclpnt too 11111d
^^ ki11	 1 ' Ir ^..
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